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The threat of cyber-attacks grows up, as one can see by
several negative security-news from companies and private
persons. [7] Especially small-and-medium-sized enterprises
(SME) are in focus of external attackers because they have
not implemented sufficient security strategies and
components for their networks yet. Additionally, tablets,
smartphones, and netbooks changed the requirements of IT
security rapidly. Today, there are several security
components (e.g. anti-virus-system, firewall, and intrusion
detection system) available to protect enterprise networks;
unfortunately, they work independently from each other –
isolated. But many attacks can only be recognized if logs
and events of different security components are combined
and correlated with each other. This possibility is offered by
a security information and event management (SIEM)
system. But nowadays these systems are very complex and
expensive in deployment and maintenance ([12]). The SIMU
project, funded by the BMBF [6] and presented in this
paper, offers several features of a SIEM system with better
handling and more efficient use in the SME environment.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

SIEM systems are seen as an important component of
company networks and IT infrastructures. These systems
allow to consolidate and to evaluate messages and alerts
of individual components of an IT system. At the same
time messages of specialized security systems (firewalllogs, VPN gateways etc.) can be taken into account.
However, practice showed that these SIEM systems are
extremely complex and only operable with large personnel
effort. Many times SIEM systems are installed but
neglected in continuing operation.
SIEM systems are typically not suitable for the use in
SME environments, mainly because of the following
reasons:
a. High costs for installation and maintenance
because new components (collectors) of IT
infrastructure have to be installed, configured and
maintained.
b. High costs for the operation due to the necessity
of extensive expert knowledge for the policy and
rule definition as well as for the correct analysis
and the right interpretation of the output of SIEM
systems.

c.

Deficient scalability to small-and-medium-sized
networks
Therefore the main goal of the SIMU project is the
development of a system, similar to SIEM, which
significantly improves IT security in a corporate network
without making great effort. In addition to its simple
integration into IT infrastructures of SME and its easy
traceability of relevant events and processes in the
network, it is to be realized without great effort of
configuration, operation and maintenance. On the
functional level SIMU works like common SIEM systems,
which means it monitors processes and events within the
corporate network and automatically detects situations of
interest. It can thereby provide high-level information and
even initiate proactive measures in near real-time,
significantly improving security. [5]
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
The next section II provides an introduction into SIEM
systems and our understanding of SIEM. Subsequently,
section 0 covers the architecture of the SIMU project. In
section IV a workflow demonstration is described to
clarify our approach for a SIEM-like system. The final
section V gives concluding remarks and an outlook on the
next steps and future lines of research.
II.

SIEM DEFINITION

The term security information event management
(SIEM), which has been coined by Mark Nicolett and
Amrit Williams of Gartner in 2005 [4], describes the
product capabilities of gathering, analyzing and presenting
information from network and security devices.
Although the acronyms SIM, SEM and SIEM are
often used within the same context, the term SIEM
correctly is a combination of security information
management (SIM) and security event management
(SEM). The first area, SIM, provides long-term storage,
analysis and reporting of log data. The second area, SEM,
deals with real-time monitoring, correlation of events,
notifications and console views. [3] Both areas can be
combined differently to set-up a SIEM system.
In detail, SIEM technology thereby provides near realtime analysis of security alerts, which have been generated
by network hardware and applications. SIEM can be used
as software, appliance or managed service, and is also

applied to llog security data and gen
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o monitor andd help
managing usser and servicce privileges, directory serrvices
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mon data-basiss for
furthher analysis.
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SIEM ARCHITECTURE
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The SIM
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gure 1 depictts an
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The SIM
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EM architecturre of the SIMU
U project
Figure 1: SIE
B. IF-MAP
I
The
T Interface for Metadata Access Pointss (IF-MAP) iss
an open
o
standard,, client-serverr based protoccol for sharingg
arbittrary informaation across ddifferent entitties, specifiedd
by the
t Trusted Computing
C
G
Group (TCG). Its intendedd

purpose was to enable network devices to share sensitive
security information with the goal of integrating arbitrary
tools (like NAC solutions, firewalls, IDS, etc.), thus
easing their configuration and extending their
functionality. However, it turns out that IF-MAP can also
provide benefit to other use cases that do not have
anything to do with network security. That is why the
TCG decided to separate the use case independent base
protocol (current version 2.2[13]) from the use case
dependent metadata specifications. This ensures that new
metadata specifications can easily be developed without
touching the base protocol spec.
The base specification defines the two roles – client
and server – and three different operations: publish,
search and subscribe to distribute and access information.
In addition, the basic data model is defined, consisting of
identifiers (entities) and metadata, which can be attached
either to the identifiers directly or connect two identifiers
as a kind of relationship, called link. Thereby, an
undirected information graph originates.
The separated specification for network security [14]
adds the definition of standardized metadata for the
network security domain (an example graph is given later
in this paper in section IV covering the workflow
demonstration). Hence, IF-MAP can provide the
following benefits:
• Integration of existing security systems by a
standardized, interoperable network interface
• Avoidance of isolated data silos within a
network infrastructure
• Extended functionality of existing security tools
(for example automatic responses on detected
intrusions, identity-based configuration of packet
filters)
• No vendor lock-in
C. Collector and flow controller components
Flow controller and collectors are the typical
components and services in a network infrastructure.
They collect information or manage the network
behavior. Several clients have been adopted to support
the integration into an IF-MAP environment, i.e.
providing their information in the IF-MAP data model or
using information from the MAP-Server for their
decisions. The following client collectors have been
implemented for the architecture of SIMU (as also shown
in Figure 1):
a. DHCP collector: extracts metadata of actual IP
leases from the lease file.
b. RADIUS collector: delivers metadata regarding
user logins and the user itself (groups, authority).
c. Syslog collector: delivers metadata regarding the
status of arbitrary syslog clients - hosts and
services (e.g. CPU load or false logins).
d. Nagios collector: publishes extracted metadata
from Nagios regarding the status of hosts and
services (i.e. availability of the network).

e.

Snort collector: translates Snort alerts into IFMAP metadata.
f. Nmap: Network Mapper integration into the IFMAP environment. Detects devices, server,
services, etc.
g. OpenVAS: Publication of the scan results
obtained by the vulnerability scanner. Allows for
periodic or regularly triggered scans and can
automatically
respond
to
requests
for
investigation.
h. Log-file collector: generic collector for analysis
of arbitrary log-files and translation of the log
information in IF-MAP metadata.
i. Android collector: delivers metadata regarding
the status and behavior of the smartphone (e.g.
firmware, kernel, build number, traffic on different
network interfaces, CPU load).
j. LDAP collector: manages a connection to the
directory service and delivers according IF-MAP
metadata.
Furthermore, the architecture includes the following
flow-controller components, which partly may also have
collector functionality:
a. iptables: can perform automated enforcement by
adapting the firewall rules and informs about
operated reactions.
b. macmon NAC: publishes different information
about connected devices in the network (e.g.
authorization of well-known devices, their
location in the network), and further device
characteristics (e.g. operating system, ports).
c. NCP-VPN: delivers several relevant metadata
about the VPN users, such as authorization, IP
address, data throughput, and connection time.
Furthermore, automated enforcement is possible
on the VPN layer.
d. OpenVPN: alternative, SSL-based VPN solution
with similar features.
IV.

WORKFLOW DEMONSTRATION

The following example setup and scenario is used to
clarify the collaboration of the different tools as well as to
further illustrate the individual task. The network
infrastructure for the demonstration scenario is shown in
Figure 2. Irond is running as a central MAP-server
(MAPS) and several MAP-clients (MAPC) provide
information regarding the overall network state: Typical
services like a RADIUS server for the network access
control, a DHCP server and according lease information,
or a mail-server. Additionally, security relevant
components are available like a Nmap scanner and an
OpenVAS client, which periodically scan the network and
publish information about identified devices, services, and
vulnerabilities. A snort IDS monitors the network traffic
and raises critical alerts.
The gathered information is persisted by the data
service component of VisITMeta. The connected detection

engine uses this information to analyze the network
situation and detects malicious conditions. The found
incidents are communicated towards the SIMU-GUI,
which presents a general overview regarding the incidents
and the network situation. More detailed information can
be displayed, i.e. on the basis of the VisITMeta
visualization of the MAP graph itself (cf. [9]). The SIMUGUI additionally manages the incidents raised by the
detection engine in form of a ticketing system paving the
way for further handling. Previously presented
visualization tools (e.g. [10]) are too complex for the less
skilled operators in SME and also lack the integration of a
ticketing system to further simplify the security incident
management workflow for a SME.

5.

The detection engine correlates the detected attack
with the information that the server is actually
vulnerable to these kinds of attacks (provided by
the vulnerability scanner).
6. A resulting incident is created due to correlation
and communicated towards the SIMU-GUI.
7. Due to its severity (a service that is actually
vulnerable to the specific attack), the detection
engine additionally creates metadata about the
incident to enable automated enforcement,
preventing further harm.
8. The RADIUS server consumes the metadata and
consequently blocks the user access. A report
about the enforced action is published.
9. The administrator sees the (high-level) alert
reporting and can react appropriately. The
provided and attached information (exactly which
metadata led to the alert creation) allow for a
targeted analysis.
10. After the incident has been handled appropriately,
the client can be reintegrated into the company
network and the employee can follow his regular
work.

Figure 2: Management architecture of the demonstration
The communication of some MAP-clients has been
realized using the CBOR-Proxy to take advantage of the
more compact data representation – it does not affect the
fulfilled tasks.
Subsequently, the individual demonstration steps will
be described and Figure 3 illustrates the resulting IF-MAP
graph. The initial situation is as follows:
• The RADIUS server manages the network access
based on its configuration and the company
policy.
• The detection engine is equipped with rules that
detect malicious patterns, e.g. brute force login
attacks or Snort alerts in correlation with
vulnerable targets.
The SIMU-GUI is used by an administrator to monitor
the network status and react on incidents.
The demonstration itself consists of the following
activities:
1. The Nmap client identifies a running SSH server.
2. OpenVAS detects a vulnerability in the version of
the SSH server.
3. Later, an employee is authenticating successfully
at the RADIUS server and gains access to the
company network.
4. Snort monitors network traffic and detect attack
patterns from the authenticated client’s IP address.

Figure 3: IF-MAP graph of the workflow demonstration
The administrator’s viewpoint is further highlighted in
Figure 4, which shows an excerpt of the information
provided by the SIMU-GUI. In particular, the detailed
report of the generated incident is displayed.
The incident describes the detected situation and the
recommendation informs the user of already performed
steps (i.e. the request for an automated enforcement) and
proposes next steps along with further information about
the specific situation.

SIMU system enables automatic reactions, e.g. alerts or
enforcements, to prevent attacks in the enterprise
infrastructure.
Eventually, the complete system thereby improves
security management, especially in SME environments.
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